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1.1 THe LegACy OF 2012 FOR THe    
 HOsT BOROugHs COmmunITy

For the residents of the Olympic Host Boroughs, 
the real legacy of the 2012 Games will be that, 
over the next 20 years, their life chances will 
become similar to those of all Londoners. This is 
Convergence.

Today, measured against every significant 
indicator of deprivation, the population of the 
Host Boroughs constitutes the greatest cluster of 
deprivation in England and Wales.

Working with Government and the Mayor, in 
Autumn 2009 the Host Boroughs published an 
Olympic and Paralympic Strategic Regeneration 
Framework (SRF) for the next 20 years, and this 
has Convergence at its heart. In Summer 2011, 
the Host Boroughs published the first report on 
Convergence and streamlined the Convergence 
Framework into the following three themes, 
recognising renewed priorities:

 Creating wealth and reducing poverty  •
 Supporting healthier lifestyles •
Developing successful neighbourhoods •

The Host Boroughs recognise that improved 
transport infrastructure and services within the 
Host Boroughs Legacy Area (HBLA - see plan 
on page 7) will be essential in achieving the 
necessary change in respect of each of these 
themes. Our highest priority is to improve of 
access to skills and jobs - seen as critical in 
creating wealth and reducing poverty. 

Unlike most deprived areas, the Host Boroughs 
are not living with a shortage of employment 
opportunities. The Economic Model we 
commissioned from Oxford Economics to support 
work on the SRF (the OE6 Report, November 
2010) forecasts that over the next 20 years as 
many as 200,000 new jobs will be created in the 

HBLA as a result of new investment and growth. If 
this growth is realised, then this area will become 
a significant contributor to national GDP and a 
significant net contributor to the Exchequer.

This growth is not inevitable, however, and the 
opportunities presented in the OE6 Report need 
to be grasped. The two main challenges are: (a) 
securing the predicted growth; and (b) getting 
Host Borough residents into the jobs that growth 
generates.

The focus of this report is on the transport 
investment and initiatives necessary to ensure 
success in meeting these challenges. 

1.2 TRAnsPORT AnD LegACy

In support of his clear statements contained in the 
October 2009 draft London Plan concerning the 
priority he will attach to the regeneration of east 
London, and the Host Boroughs in particular, the 
Mayor published his draft Olympic & Paralympic 
Transport Legacy Action Plan (OPTLAP) in May 
2011. This is related to a suite of other GLA/
TfL planning policy documents as shown in the 
diagram on page6 overleaf. These include the 
Sub-Regional Transport Plan for the East sub-
region.

In the light of the OE6 Report, and following a 
discussion with the Mayor about realising the 
economic potential of the Host Boroughs, it was 
agreed that there was a need for the OPTLAP to 
have a stronger focus on the contribution that 
transport can make to Convergence in the Host 
Boroughs and to achieving the wider objectives 
of the SRF. The Host Boroughs therefore 
commissioned this report with a view to securing 
appropriate changes to the draft OTPLAP and the 
plans into which it feeds. 

 Introduction01 
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1.3 THIs DOCumenT

In commissioning the report the Host Boroughs 
posed one central question: 

What are the key transport investments needed 
to ensure the growth forecast by Oe6 is realised?

These investments will fall into one or more of the 
following categories:

 Investment that enables land to be opened up  •
for investment, including for housing
 Investment that connects business and  •
industrial centres to maximise growth
 Investment that enables higher concentrations  •
of growth in preferred locations
 Investment that improves access to markets •
 Investment that enables access between  •
employment centres and job supply

We also asked our consultants to estimate the 
economic benefits of the investments proposed in 
order that we can justify each investment in terms 
of the contribution it makes to economic growth 
and therefore Convergence.

Wider Legacy requirements 
While the part of the report addressing economic 
growth is the most important, we have also asked 
the consultants to identify other categories of 
transport investment that may not have such 
a direct or short term impact on growth but 
nevertheless have a significant impact on both 
Legacy and Convergence. These categories of 
investment are those that:

contribute to healthy lifestyles and activity •
contribute to improvements in public realm  •
and residents’ ease in moving through it
maximise the Legacy contribution that the  •
Olympic Park will make to the surrounding 
areas by effective linkages
 are some way in the future but on which  •
planning should start now because of 
perceived long term economic benefits.

Other Transport support for Convergence 
Finally, and for the sake of completeness, we 
have asked the consultants to identify other 
transport investments which will in the fullness 
of time emerge in Local Implementation Plans 
or other funding schemes and where the Host 
Boroughs will be looking to see how far TfL 
reflect Convergence in terms of the allocation of 
resources to this most deprived part of London.        

Links between the OPTLAP and other planning policy documents
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2.1 OveRvIeW

The Olympics are being brought to London in 
order to catalyse actions that address a long-
running problem: that the sub-region in which 
they are to be principally located – made up 
of the Boroughs of Barking and Dagenham, 
Greenwich, Hackney, Newham, Tower Hamlets 
and Waltham Forest – is the most deprived in 
London, and indeed constitute the greatest cluster 
of deprivation in the UK.

That there are opportunities to address this 
problem is not in doubt. The OE6 report and the 
projections contained in the London Plan show 
clearly that the successful development of a 
number of Opportunity Areas could deliver more 
than 200,000 jobs over the next two decades. 
These jobs, moreover, are largely in the high-
value-added sectors which deliver higher returns 
in the form of GVA and earnings. The impact that 
creating these jobs will have will both achieve 
convergence and deliver the potential that the 
sub-region contains not only for itself and for 
London, but for the UK as a whole.

2.2 THe HBLA OPPORTunITy AReAs   

Host Boroughs Legacy Area (HBLA) lies within 
what has previously been called an ‘Arc of 
Opportunity’ that runs from the Upper Lee 
Valley to straddle the Thames and touches on 
nine Boroughs, embracing all the Olympic Host 
Boroughs, the Lea Valley and Olympic Parks, and 
Thames Riverside.

The HBLA itself comprises four broad areas of 
change and a number of more clearly-defined 
Opportunity Areas which, together, represent 
the next generation of opportunity for London, 
providing unrivalled opportunities for growth with 
available land, massive infrastructure investment, 
new building stock and available labour. The 
spatial relationship of these four areas of 
change – the HBLA Core, Upper Leaside, Thames 

Riverside and ‘Tech City’ – is shown on the plan 
alongside and a description of each is set out 
below. This is followed by a more detailed account 
of each of the HBLA Opportunity Areas.

The HBLA Core

This is the key driver of growth and change in the 
HBLA and of a significant part of London’s growth 
over the next twenty years. It is itself made up of 
the following five distinct parts::

The Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, which will be 
an iconic focus for the HBLA, the sports venues 
being redeveloped for non-games use and 
reopened between 2013-2015. The park will be a 
top visitor destination, developed around sport, 
active recreation and the creation of commercial 
and job opportunities.  Post Olympics, five new 
neighbourhoods will be created, with an emphasis 
on family homes and with a new ‘creative district’ 
incorporating the Olympic Press and Broadcast 
Centres

Stratford City, next to the Olympic Park, which 
is one of the largest mixed-use developments 
anywhere in Europe. It includes the newly-opened 
Westfield shopping centre, but will also see 
the development of the International Quarter 
commercial district, and a new residential 
community. When complete, Stratford City will 
contain 5million sq ft of offices, 2.9m sq ft of retail 
and leisure space, up to 2,000 hotel rooms, nearly 
3,000 new homes, community facilities and 32 
acres of public open space. 

Canary Wharf, which is one of the world’s premier 
financial and business districts, employing some 
90,000 people. This will double in size over the 
next 10-15 years. The 97 acre estate comprises 
15 million sq ft of office space with a further 
5m proposed or under construction, set in a 
landscaped waterside environment with 20 acres 
of open space. Wood Wharf – located to the east of 
Canary Wharf – has consent for 5m sq ft of office 
space and 1,700 new homes. 

 The Opportunity02 
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The Royal Docks, which was once the world’s 
largest, have started to be regenerated in recent 
decades and will be fully so under the aegis of 
an Enterprise Zone. It  includes City Airport, the 
ExCeL Convention Centre, a business campus, 
numerous DLR stations, the Jubilee line, five 
hotels and the University of East London. With its 
extensive waterfront, the Royal Docks is set to be 
a truly spectacular world-class business centre. 
It is home to the Siemens’ Global Sustainability 
Centre which creates a natural focus for future 
green enterprise developments.

The Greenwich Peninsula, which will be a major 
new residential and business district centre, 
with a new town square and the O2 – the world’s 
most successful entertainment venue. It will 
include 3.5m sq ft of commercial space, 10,000 
new homes, 24,000 long term jobs, the Digital 
Enterprise centre, shops, schools, community 
facilities and open spaces. Economically it will 
form the southern anchor of Tech City. 

Fully developed, the Core will create a city within 
a city, a new economic powerhouse that will 
decisively shift London’s growth centre to the 
East.

upper Leeside

This is a corridor that extends northwards from 
the HBLA Core. It includes the key development 
centres of Tottenham Hale, Blackhorse Lane, 
Central Leeside and Ponders End. It will be of 
sub-regional significance as a focus for new jobs 
and houses, but also of national significance. It 
will be the link between the M11 Corridor and the

HBLA Core, connecting the northern end of the 
corridor focused on Cambridge and Stanstead and 
the southern end focused on Stratford and ‘Tech 
City’. Change here will unlock the full potential for 
UK high-tech growth in the future.  

Thames Riverside

This is a corridor that extends eastwards from the 
HBLA Core to Dagenham Docks on the north side 
of the Thames and Abbey Wood on the south. It 
embraces both banks of the great river and will 
enable the eastern London reaches of the Thames 
to become a major economic asset in the future, 
rather than the barrier to growth that it currently 
represents. It includes Beckton Waterfront, 
Barking Riverside, Woolwich, Thamesmead and 
Bexley Riverside. Taken together, these will 
provide the jobs and homes that will be needed to 
support the full development of the HBLA Core by 
leading the development of green industries and 
providing much of the labour force that the sub-
region will require.

‘Tech City’

This is a cone of new economic activity stretching 
from the ‘Silicon Roundabout’ in Shoreditch to the 
creative industries clusters at Stratford, Hackney 
Wick and the Greenwich Peninsula. In spatial 
terms, Tech City overlays other drivers of change 
within the Arc, and will help provide a strong 
southern anchor to the M11 growth corridor and 
an economic interface with the rest of London. 
Over time, it will become an international-class 
centre for technologically-driven change and help 
drive the re-balancing of London’s economy from 
over-reliance on financial services to establish a 
broader, more  sustainable economic base.

 The Opportunity Areas

The plan alongside describes the location of 
each of the Opportunity Areas in the context of 
the HBLA, while the panels below provide details 
of each area, covering their employment and 
housing potential, a descriptive commentary 
from the London Plan, and the major transport 
initiatives considered necessary to deliver 
their potential. These transport initiatives are 
themselves developed in more detail in Section 04.
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Plan of the HBLA Opportunity Areas
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Area: Lower Lea valley

Description
Currently this area is the most important single strategic regeneration initiative for London and an 
urban renewal challenge of global significance including the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games 
and their legacy. The Lower Lee forms an integral part of the HBLA Core and is the axis linking two 
nationally important growth corridors: the London-Stansted-Cambridge-Peterborough corridor to the 
north and the Thames Gateway to the east. Any new development and infrastructure brought forward 
in this area must avoid adverse affects on any European site of nature conservation importance (to 
include SACs, SPAs, Ramsar, proposed and candidate sites), either alone or in combination with other 
plans and projects. A new Metropolitan centre will be focused on Stratford town centre and a rich mix 
of employment, housing and open spaces across the Lower Lee Valley. Stratford is recognised as one of 
the capital’s two strategic office centres beyond central London and a potential Outer London Strategic 
Development Centre with particular potential for office development. 

The area will contain a significant new residential community providing at least 32,000 new homes and 
potentially up to 40,000. There is estimated capacity for up to 50,000 new jobs including over 30,000 
predominantly office jobs at Stratford City. The main Olympic Park will accelerate the realisation of the 
vision for the Lower Lee Valley for it to become a vibrant, high quality and sustainable mixed use new 
city district set within an unrivalled landscape of high quality parkland and water features which should 
be co-ordinated with plans for long term flood risk management. 

To enable the area to reach its full potential transport investment is needed to develop it as an 
international hub, to connect it radially to the HBLA along a number of corridors and to improve links 
within the area, particularly with and through the Olympic Park.

employment Potential: 50,000
Housing Potential: 32,000

Key Future Transport Projects

London International Station, Stratford - exploit full potential •
Crossrail 1 - Stratford Interchange •
Crossrail 2 - Route via Stratford •
Lea Valley Rail Improvements •
New Direct Rail Link between Stratford & Walthamstow •
DLR Extension from Stratford International to International media Centre/Hackney Wick •
A12 Corridor Improvements •
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Area: Isle of Dogs

Description
The north of the Isle of Dogs forms a strategically significant part of London’s world city offer for 
financial, media and business services and is recognised as part of the Central Activities Zone for 
office policy purposes, with Canary Wharf also functioning as an integral part of the HBLA Core and 
as a Major town centre for its workers and more local communities. Proposed transport investment 
including Crossrail 1 should allow it to accommodate an additional 110,000 jobs by 2031 focused on 
the area with particularly good and improving public transport accessibility and capacity in and around 
Canary Wharf. Partnership working is required to bring forward adequate land and a significant 
enhancement to transport capacity. Parts of the Area have significant potential to accommodate new 
homes and there is scope to convert surplus business capacity south of Canary Wharf to housing and 
support a wider mix of services for residents, workers and visitors. Retail provision in Canary Wharf 
has the potential to develop and serve a wider catchment, complemented by a broader range of civic, 
leisure and other town centre facilities. At Crossharbour there is potential for less car dependent, more 
sustainable development providing a wider range of uses.

To secure the full potential of the area improved connections are needed with the rest of the sub-
region, in particular across the Thames, with the rest of the HBLA core and northwards and eastwards 
to access additional labour.

employment Potential: 110,000
Housing Potential: 10,000

Key Future Transport Projects

Crossrail 1 - Isle of Dogs (Canary Wharf) Interchange •
Silvertown Tunnel •
Improved A12 Corridor Management •
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Area: City Fringe

Description
This contains a number of accessible, relatively central sites with significant development capacity, 
including Bishopsgate/South Shoreditch and Whitechapel/Aldgate. The Area provides the interface 
between the HBLA Core and the CAZ, providing particular scope to support London’s critical mass of 
financial and business services and clusters of other economic activity, such as creative industries. 
Minor extensions of the CAZ and improved linkage with the HBLA Core should assist the realisation of 
development capacity and exploit public transport accessibility through Crossrail 1 stations at Liverpool 
Street and Whitechapel and at the East London Line stations. At Old Street the scale of additional 
development capacity is partly dependent upon operational rail requirements and improvements to 
interchange capacity. The area contains some of London’s most deprived inner city neighbourhoods as 
well as affluent new quarters interspersed with affordable business premises, some serving the local 
communities, others meeting the needs of national and international business. Development should 
take account of the Tower of London World Heritage site.

employment Potential: 50,000 (within HBLA)
Housing Potential: 5,000 (within HBLA)

Key Future Transport Projects

Crossrail 1 - Liverpool Street Interchange •
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Area: upper Lea valley

Description
The Upper Lee occupies a strategic position in the London-Stansted-Cambridge-Peterborough growth 
corridor and provides a range of development opportunities including the growth points at Tottenham 
Hale, Blackhorse Lane, Central Leeside and Ponders End which are considered suitable for higher 
density development and accessible sites within and on the edges of town centres, especially in the 
A1010 corridor. 

Four tracking of the London-Stansted line will be important in unlocking development capacity, 
particularly at Central Leeside. Development in the Opportunity Area should provide the stimulus for 
regeneration in existing communities including those in Edmonton, the Tottenham corridor to Stoke 
Newington and around Blackhorse Road. Proposals should be co-ordinated with those for the Lower 
Lee Valley Opportunity Area. Adequate capacity should be retained to meet industrial needs including 
waste management and strategic logistics functions. The potential for the establishment of a Green 
Enterprise District should be explored. 

Opening up the reservoirs to the public would enhance connections east to west across the valley 
and increase use of the Regional Park and its water spaces. London’s largest waste facility is located 
at Edmonton Eco Park and this facility has potential to provide heat and power to neighbouring 
developments. At Tottenham Hale the local road network requires reorganisation to enable more 
efficient use of the land. Improvements to capacity of the underground station, new bus infrastructure 
and services are needed to deliver higher density, mixed-use development.

employment Potential: 10,000 (within HBLA)
Housing Potential: 6,000 (within HBLA)

Key Future Transport Projects

Lea Valley Rail Improvements •
Walthamstow Wetlands - improved local access •
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Area: London Riverside

Description
Within the area, development will be focused on the Barking Riverside, Dagenham Dock, South 
Dagenham, Beam Reach, Beam Park and Rainham West sites with scope for intensification in Barking 
town centre, Rainham Village and South Hornchurch. The development strategy will include managed 
release of some surplus industrial land for housing and other complementary uses, and consolidating 
the offer of the remaining industrial land including promotion of a Green Enterprise District 
incorporating the London Sustainable Industrial Park at Dagenham Dock. Any new development and 
infrastructure brought forward in this area must avoid adverse affects on any European site of nature 
conservation importance (to include SACs, SPAs, Ramsar, proposed and candidate sites) either alone 
or in combination with other plans and projects. Substantial improvements in public transport will be 
needed, building on plans for increased capacity on the C2C rail line, and East London Transit schemes 
to serve London Riverside, exploring the potential for additional stations, for example at Beam Park 
along the current rail corridor, and extended bus services. 

There is scope to improve connectivity by cycling and walking across the whole area and in particular 
through implementation of the East London Green Grid. It is also imperative to plan for long term 
flood risk management. The industrial areas at River Road, Rippleside, Dagenham Dock and Rainham 
Employment Area support a range of different businesses. Access to rail, river wharves, trunk 
roads and existing warehousing clusters support the provision of strategically important logistics 
facilities, including inter-modal freight transfer (potentially at Renwick Road/Ripple Road), as well as 
consolidating the strengths of modern manufacturing excellence. 

At South Dagenham, along the A1306 East, and in Rainham there is potential to deliver more compact, 
residential-led mixed urban communities. The core employment areas have the potential to be 
developed as a leading centre for innovation and high tech manufacturing, and for the growth sector 
of environmental technology, for example at Dagenham Dock.  Barking Riverside is London’s single 
largest housing development opportunity and investment to fund the DLR extension to Dagenham Dock 
is necessary to deliver over 10,000 new homes. Development should create not just a good quality 
environment with a full range of community facilities, but a new urban quarter with a distinct character 
of its own and a highly attractive place to live.

employment Potential: 14,000
Housing Potential: 25,000

Key Future Transport Projects

DLR Extension from Gallions to Dagenham Dock •
A13 Renwick Road Junction Improvements •
Barking to Royal Docks Bus Corridor •
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Area: Royal Docks & Beckton Waterfront

Description
This largely forms an integral part of the HBLA Core and is the focus of a new Enterprise Zone. Key 
issues to be addressed include maximising the benefits of the Crossrail station at Custom House, 
future growth of London City Airport, capitalising on the success of ExCel and its potential as a focus for 
further visitor/business related growth and improving connections to London Riverside. For Thameside 
West, strategic development principles are set out in the adopted Lower Lee Valley OAPF. Thameside 
East, West and Beckton Waterfront are also key locations for river-related industries. The management 
of safeguarded wharves, including scope for consolidation, will be an important issue in realising the 
potential of these sites. Transport investment is needed to increase river crossings, improve radial 
access and permit access within the area.

employment Potential: 15,000
Housing Potential: 12,700

Key Future Transport Projects

Thames River Crossings Package, including fixed crossings at Gallions & Silvertown •
DLR Extension from Gallions to Dagenham Dock •
Barking to Royal Docks Bus Corridor •
New Bridge & Riverboat Links within Royal Docks •
Crossrail Custom House Interchange Improvements •
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Area: greenwich Peninsula

Description
The Peninsula is an integral part of the HBLA Core. It plays three key strategic roles, as an 
internationally significant leisure attraction, as a focus for employment growth and as a major 
contributor to meeting London’s need for additional housing. The main focus of commercial 
development is at the north of the peninsula around the O2 Centre and the Jubilee Line station. Any 
release of industrial capacity should be managed in a sub-regional context and as part of the planning 
framework, recognizing the roles of safeguarded wharves and the potential for a cruise liner terminal. 
River paths, parks and squares on the peninsula should contribute to a high quality public realm 
and become part of the wider East London Green Grid with potential to improve pedestrian and cycle 
linkages from the O2 to Greenwich town centre. Development and infrastructure provision should be 
co-ordinated with that in neighbouring Charlton Riverside.

employment Potential: 7,000
Housing Potential: 13,500

Key Future Transport Projects

Silvertown Tunnel •
Improved Riverboat Services •
North Greenwich Interchange Improvements •

Area: Charlton Riverside

Description
Development at Charlton Riverside should be integrated with the wider development of the south bank 
of the Thames to complement opportunities at Deptford/Greenwich Greenwich Peninsula and Woolwich. 
Any managed release of surplus industrial land should be set in a wider sub regional context as part of 
the planning framework for the Area, taking into account safeguarded wharves such as Murphy’s and 
Angerstein with its strategic railhead. Investment in East-West and North-South access is required to 
realize the potential of the area.

employment Potential: 1,000
Housing Potential: 3,500

Key Future Transport Projects

Crossrail 1 - Woolwich Station Fit-Out •
Greenwich Waterfront Bus Corridor •
Station Improvements at Charlton, Woolwich Arsenal and North Greenwich •
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2.3 summARy

The opportunities for and the challenges of 
growth in the Host Boroughs Legacy Area are 
both very considerable. The growth needed and 
envisaged is to take place within an area that 
is already largely developed  - by no means a 
‘cleared site’ - an area with long-established 
communities, street patterns and other physical 
structures. If this growth is not to be constrained, 
the fact is that the HBLA will need a great deal 
of costly new transport and infrastructure, and 
perhaps the biggest challenge is therefore not to 
determine whether these projects are needed, but 
rather how their delivery should be prioritised and 
programmed.
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3.1 InTRODuCTIOn

Delivering the full economic potential of the HBLA 
is what, ultimately, will deliver convergence. This 
will require a strategic, sustained and resourced 
focus on investment that must be focused on 
three key areas (the ‘litmus test’ of success):

The abundance of LAND which the sub-region  •
has must be brought into productive use and 
integrated within the economic footprint of the 
real economy.

 The pool of LABOUR must be harnessed by  •
improving skills, reducing worklessness, 
addressing labour market failures and 
increasing mobility. 

 Potential CAPITAL investment must be  •
encouraged, facilitated, guided and maximised 
so that increased productive capacity can close 
the output gap of the sub-region.

This investment must be marshalled around a 
clear vision, one of creating a new economy which 
is spatially coherent, sustainable and endowed 
with the critical mass and momentum to support 
long-term growth of its own accord. Investment 
in transport forms an integral part of this overall 
requirement. However, transport investment has 
too often been considered against a metric of 
transport concerns alone and not against one of 
underlying economic and convergence concerns. 
It is vital to consider the economic criteria against 
which potential investments should be measured, 
to be clear about what has already been invested, 
and to understand how the value of future 
investment may be maximized by establishing 
a virtuous cycle of improvement and further 
investment.

3.2 InvesTmenT CRITeRIA

Investment in transport should be judged against 
economic and convergence opportunity. It 
therefore needs to focus on:

 Investment that enables land to be opened up  •
for investment, creating jobs and housing

 Investment that connects business and  •
industrial centres to maximise growth

 Investment that enables higher concentrations  •
of growth in preferred locations

 Investment that improves access to markets •

 Investment that enables access between  •
residential and employment centres

These are not mutually exclusive categories and 
we anticipate that some investments will meet 
multiple objectives. Nevertheless, these are the 
investments that must shape the OPTLAP if the 
full potential of the HBLA and a convergence 
legacy is to be delivered.

3.3 CuRRenT InvesTmenTs

In considering what these potential investments 
should be we need first to consider where we 
currently are. Significant transport investments 
have been made over the past decade or are 
already in hand and more are planned for the 
future. The Government and Transport for 
London have invested heavily in key transport 
improvements in East London and others are on 
the way. 

The area now benefits from the High Speed 
1 rail links between Europe and St Pancras. 
When Eurostar trains begin to stop at Stratford 
International station, the fast connections to 
mainland Europe will be even faster with a journey 
time to Brussels of just 108 minutes and Paris of 
138 minutes.

 Transport’s Role in Delivering the Host
 Boroughs Legacy Area’s Full Potential
03 
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Stratford International is served by frequent 
high-speed trains to and from St Pancras and 
stations in Kent. Stratford is just 6 minutes by 
high speed train from St Pancras station; 10 
minutes by Tube from Liverpool Street; and when 
Crossrail completes in 2018 the journey to Bond 
Street in the West End will drop to 16 minutes. 
These fast and reliable connections to London’s 
extensive commuting infrastructure ensure there 
is excellent access to the area from the west.

The giant £17 billion, 118km Crossrail network 
will link Maidenhead and Heathrow in the west 
with Shenfield and Abbey Wood in the east. It will 
provide a fast and frequent direct link between 
Canary Wharf, Stratford, the Royal Docks and 
Woolwich and key locations in central London, 
Heathrow Airport and the Thames Valley. When 
Crossrail opens, it will increase rail capacity to the 
region as a whole by 54% and Stratford will be the 
best connected location in the whole of Greater 
London.

The HBLA’s very own City Airport – agreed by 
travelers as one the most convenient airports to 
use in Europe (just 15 minutes from check in to 
plane), links to 32 destinations in UK and Europe, 
as well as regular flights to New York. Three 
million passengers use London City Airport each 
year and facilities will be further improved with 
plans to increase flights from 80,000 a year to 
120,000. Every major European city – like Zurich, 
Nice, Madrid, Dublin - is within two hours flight 
from London City Airport, making the HBLA 
Europe’s best connected development opportunity.

The HBLA is served by no less than six tube lines, 
as well as the Docklands Light Railway – with 
£773 of investment the DLR now links Woolwich, 
Lewisham, Beckton and Stratford International 
with the City of London. It is also well served by 
the overland rail network, with fast and frequent 
commuter services linking the main commercial 
centres and residential hubs in Kent, south Essex 
and East Anglia.

Other infrastructure investments include over 
£1.2bn in London Overground, £1bn in the East 
London Line extension, £285m in North London 
line improvements, £22m in East London Transit 
phase 1 and £173m in improvements to the 
A13. The dramatic new £60m cable car will 
connect Greenwich Peninsula to the Royal Docks 
delivering transport improvements as well as a 
major visitor attraction. 

Despite all this, the HBLA still suffers from 
poor access and connections to and within the 
Core from the surrounding boroughs. Vital 
connections across the Thames and Lea Valley 
are missing and action is required to reverse 
decades of severance within the arc of opportunity 
and improve easy access to its assets for the 
surrounding communities. Similarly, existing 
infrastructure is frequently compromised by poor 
or non-existent elements that could be addressed 
through relatively modest investment, thereby 
significantly raising overall network performance 
or connectivity. It is vital to capitalise on 
Stratford’s already good connections, especially 
with CrossRail, and for it to play a greater role in 
London with the emergence of High Speed 2 links 
to the north.

3.4 mAxImIsIng InvesTmenT In THe  
 FuTuRe

Maximising investment in the future will be 
subject to three underlying trends. Firstly, the 
quantum of resources available to the public and 
private sectors has been limited by the financial 
recession and the fiscal measures to which 
this has given rise. Secondly, the investment 
frameworks within which the public and private 
sectors operate are changing. Irrespective of 
the quantum, the sources of funding available to 
the public sector and the incentives given to the 
private sector will be different going forward to 
those which have pertained to date. Thirdly, the 
real economy is itself changing. New industries 
and shifting balances between industries are 
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emerging in response both to the evolving nature 
of the world economy and the shifts in the 
technology that drives growth.

These trends present challenges for the HBLA. 
These can only be met if they are properly 
understood and if the investment that takes place 
within their context is not only maximised of 
itself but is to have the maximum positive impact 
on other opportunities. Planned investments, 
particularly those made by the public sector, will 
therefore need to be subject to more scrutiny and 
undertaken with a greater degree of co-ordination 
than has sometimes been the case in the past. 

In the transport sphere investment finance 
has traditionally been compartmentalized and 
considered within a bespoke metric that isolates 
it from other spheres. In the context of major 
structural changes in the demography and 
the economy of the sub-region, in particular 
the development of what is in effect a new 
metropolitan centre, this compartmentalization is 
inadequate. It fails to include considerations and 
potential investment finance that forms part of 
the greater whole. In particular it fails to include 
the existing and new sources of public investment 
finance through which funding will be generated 
by economic growth.

Considered from the perspectives of the economic 
opportunity offered by the OE6 to the UK economy 
as a whole, and of the need to secure convergence 
as part of the taking of this opportunity, these 
constraints are unhelpful and, ceteris paribus, 
provide us with a scope of consideration which is 
limited. Therefore, as part of our scope of work, 
we have considered the extent and importance 
of the economic benefit arising from projects, 
the contribution they might make to securing 
convergence and the funding models above and 
beyond the usual metrics which are applied.

Our starting point in so doing is that the future 
of the sub-region lies in the development of the 

key economic drivers comprising the Core Area 
of Stratford, Canary Wharf and the Royals, the 
national opportunity area along the M11 corridor 
and the sub-regional opportunity areas along the 
rivers Thames and Lee and the High Technology 
‘cone’ running from Shoreditch in the west to 
Stratford and the Greenwich Peninsular in the 
east. 

It follows from this that the connectivity of these 
to the wider sub-region to ensure their success 
provides the economic justification for associated 
transport projects and that the funding streams 
attached to this economic justification need to be 
considered if a financial case is to be assembled 
which goes beyond the usual metrics applied to 
transport projects.

Accordingly, we need to consider not just the 
ordinary funding envelope but one which is 
expanded to include:

 the Department for Transport; •

 Transport for London; •

 Network Rail; •

 the Boroughs’ Local Implementation Plans  •
(LIPs);

Tolls (e.g. for tunnels/bridges); •

Prudential Borrowing undertaken by the  •
Boroughs;

the Mayoral Development Corporation (MDC); •

 the Royal Docks Enterprise Zone; •

the New Homes Bonus which will incentivise  •
the granting of planning permission by 
authorities through allowing retention of 
and match-funding for the resultant uplift to 
Council Tax for a period of six years;
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 the possible localisation of National Non- •
Domestic Rates (NNDR) receipts following 
the Local Government Finance: Review of 
Resources consultation which will incentivise 
the encouragement of non-housing 
regeneration by authorities through allowing 
retention of the uplift to NNDR yield (on an as-
yet undetermined basis);

 greater powers for authorities to grant full  •
or partial NNDR rebates to encourage the 
development of sites for specific users such as 
small businesses;

 a Tax Increment Finance facility which will  •
allow authorities to retain the NNDR yield of 
particular area-based regeneration schemes 
and to borrow against this in advance to fund 
the regeneration itself;

Developer contributions (via S106 agreements); •

 a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), the  •
proceeds from which can be made use- or 
locality-specific and might therefore reduce or 
restrict the use of current S106 funding;

 the opening up of Regional Growth Fund (RGF) •
allocations to schemes in areas that do not 
have an to over-reliance on public sector 
employment such as London and the South-
East;

 a continuation of the development of Local  •
Asset Backed Vehicles as a means of 
leveraging investment funds for particular 
projects or programmes backed by the equity 
value of the assets; and

 the relevance or otherwise of the Government’s  •
indication that it may bring forward already-
planned capital expenditure as a means of 
providing a fiscal stimulus.

To do this we need a new financial model 
to assess transport and other investments 
which integrates the finances available to all 
stakeholders and the financial consequences of 
the economic growth their actions generate. This 
should take as a financial starting-point existing 
funding plans where these exist and consider the 
extent to which assessments of the affordability 
and scheduling of projects might benefit from 
re-consideration. However, given that the details 
of some of these funding sources have yet to be 
finalised and that the complexity of resultant 
funding packages will require negotiation between 
funding bodies this is a task that has been beyond 
our scope. 

As an indication of the orders of magnitude 
involved, the additional NNDR generated by 
anticipated development will be around £200m per 
annum over the course of the development period 
and the New Homes Bonus will be around £36m 
per annum over the course of the similar period, 
whilst the funding available to the MDC will be in 
excess of £500m over the course of its lifespan. 
These are significant sums and will change the 
affordability and timing of investments, including 
those in transport infrastructure, once such a 
model is introduced.
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3.5 COnCLusIOn

In considering the projects which make up the 
OPLCAP, as set out in Section 04 following, we 
have taken account of

whether projects meet the economic  •
investment criteria set out above (the 
Economic Case)

whether they add to current investments (the  •
Transport Case)

whether funding is affected by economic  •
benefit delivered

Through doing so we have focused on the ability of 
projects to deliver convergence. This is the focus 
appropriate to considering transport investments. 
Indeed it should be the focus appropriate to 
considering all investments in the HBLA whether 
transport-related or not.
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This Connections Action Plan is a 10-20 year 
vision for the HBLA. It looks strategically to 
underpin the role of the HBLA as a major player 
in the world city context and to achieve the 
Convergence that will improve the everyday lives 
of people in the Host Borough communities, 
such that they can truly benefit from new and 
future investment. As such, it contains a range of 
projects of different scales, both in terms of their 
size and potential impact, that together will meet 
the ambitions of the Host Boroughs. 

Each project or programme is classified under 
one of the following categories, as established in 
Section 01. These are:

 The Connections Action Plan04 

economic Drivers1. : key projects considered 
necessary to deliver the growth forecast by 
OE6. Unlocking the potential will be achieved 
through one or more of the following: opening 
up new development sites; maximising 
the development of existing sites; radically 
improving access to markets; and improving 
access to jobs for local people.

Wider Legacy Projects2. : enabling local people 
to travel more sustainably, pursue more 
healthy lifestyles,  experience a better public 
realm, and enjoy the many attractions and 
opportunities within the  Olympic Park.

supporting Transport Projects3. : strengthening 
moves to Convergence through improvements 
to local transport infrastructure and services.
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economic Driver Projects



ECONOMIC DRIVERS
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sTRATFORD

Stratford lies at the heart of the Host Boroughs Legacy Area, both 
geographically and in terms of its transport role. However, while it has 

Regional and International Stations, as current plans stand, there is a high 
risk that the full, combined potential of both will fail to be released. This is 
not just a matter of allowing the stations to handle as many rail services as 
possible, or of facilitating much better interchange; it is about transforming 
Stratford from an important transport hub into the fulcrum for the delivery 

of all the economic growth forecast by OE6.

Stratford can and needs to become one of London’s five largest transport 
hubs, and in this role will have the distinct advantage of not being a centrally 

located terminus. Major investment is required in order for the necessary 
change to be delivered. Such change is not restricted to the form and 
function of the combined Stratford station itself, but must encompass 

regional and national rail projects including High Speed 1&2l, Crossrail and 
the West Anglia Mainline.

As more rail services become able to get to, from and through Stratford, and 
to connect very efficiently with one another, not only will the HBLA become 

much better connected with new markets in London and the South East, the 
rest of the UK and northern Europe, but local people will have better access 
to a larger number and wider range of employment and social opportunities.

Recognising the strategic, metropolitan potential of the Stratford hub 
provides a focus for many of the proposals in this report, and calls for 

further analysis by the Host Boroughs and TfL. The need for this is 
reinforced by the dramatically above-predicted increases in ridership 

and footfall that have been experienced following the opening of the DLR 
Stratford International extension and the Westfield centre.
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eD1: London International - stratford

Project Description

Exploiting Stratford Station’s greater potential 
as a London mainline and international station 
through:

Stopping international HS1 trains at Stratford i. 
International

Providing more platform capacity at Stratford ii. 
Regional

economic Case

International trains stopping at Stratford 
International have always been seen as an 
important building block in the development case 
for Stratford City’s International Business District, 
and it is clear that they may do so when the 
demand is there.

Looking further into the future, it is clear that if 
the various rail initiatives covered in this Economc 
Drivers section are to be accommodated at 
Stratford,  additional platform capacity will be 
essential.

Transport Case

The stopping of international services at Stratford 
offers much quicker access to East London and 
Canary Wharf from Europe and will also provide 
more immediate access to Crossrail, reducing 
pressures on King’s Cross and St Pancras 
Stations. This project can be accommodated 
immediately with very limited capital cost (final 
station fit-out).

More generally, the ability of Stratford to deliver 
its full potential as one of London’s main rail hubs 
is threatened by the lack of platform capacity at 
the Domestic station. Planned increases in train 
frequencies on the North London Line Overground 
and in the Lower Lea Valley will use up all existing 
available capacity before long (see ED4iii), and 
severely limit further expansion of services (see 

ED3iii and ED5i).

Additional platform capacity cannot be easily 
provided, with sites previously considered (e.g. 
on the High Meads Loop) now being significantly 
constrained by the construction of Stratford City. 
However, the difficulty of providing new platform 
capacity does not do away with the need to 
‘future-proof’ the station in the light of existing 
planned and future desirable service expansions.

Funding Case

Subject to demand, the cost of stopping of HS1 
trains at Stratford International will be marginal 
and should be borne by the station operator.

Constructing additional platforms, or otherwise 
expanding the capacity of Stratford Domestic 
to accommodate more trains is likely to run 
into hundreds of £millions. This will most likely 
require funding from the DfT, though this may be 
as part of a larger project, such as Crossrail 2 (see 
ED3).

Timing of Delivery

(i) Short-term (possibly by 2015)

(ii) Medium-term
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eD1L: Hs1-Hs2 via stratford

Project Description

Exploiting Stratford International Station’s full 
potential as a London mainline and international 
station by constructing a new, subterranean 
rail link to connect HS1 direct into HS2 north of 
Euston; creating a seamless link and avoiding 
both congestion in Euston and the need to 
terminate at St Pancras 

economic Case

While, at present, Eurostar wants to get to St 
Pancras International as quickly as possible, 
the emergence of HS2 creates the potential for 
Stratford to take on the role of London’s High 
Speed Hub, with high speed trains to/from 
the north avoiding Euston and linking with the 
European high speed network at Stratford. These 
are big asks for Stratford, but stronger UK and 
new international connections will redefine it as 
far more than just an important transport stop.

Stratford, in the east, has the potential to play a 
far bigger role in the economy than, for example, 
Paddington does in the West. In this regard, it is 
important to note that the promotion of Park Royal 
City International around an Old Oak Common 
‘super-hub’ is not consistent with the London Plan 
focus on East London/Thames Gateway.

With Crossrail 1 (and possibly Crossrail 2 - see 
ED3) services providing excellent rail links with 
the City, West End and Heathrow, and the Jubilee 
Line and DLR respectively providing direct access 
to Canary Wharf, Stratford can be a much better 
option that Euston for high-speed travelers to get 
to their destinations of choice.

Transport Case

If HS1 and HS2 are directly connected north of 
Euston, international stopping at Stratford (see 
ED1) would also offer convenient connections to 
The Midlands and The North.

This project will strengthen Stratford as a hub 
for business and in turn increase the demand 
for stopping at Stratford. The impacts of possible 
reduced international stopping services at 
Ashford, Ebbsfleet and Central London (St 
Pancras/Euston) need to be considered.

At present, the link from HS1 to HS2 north of 
Euston is conceived of as largely utilising the 
North London Line Overground corridor. Only a 
purpose-built tunnel connection with a twin-track 
link will provide the necessary level of service 
into the future, enable international and inter-
city trains to stop at Stratford and eliminate the 
adverse impacts on the Overground system that 
would otherwise ensue.

The estimated cost of the current single track link 
is £1bn, and of the better twin-track link 1.8bn. 
There may be savings for the wider HS2 project 
associated with the need for a smaller facility at 
Euston.

Funding Case

This is a long-term project the incremental 
benefits of which need to be monetised and then 
incorporated within the overall financial case 
for HS2. The incremental benefits that accrue 
to the economy of the sub-region cannot easily 
be measured so at this stage the financial case 
should rest on national metrics and funding 
streams.   

Timing of Delivery

Long-term
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Project Description

There is strong, cross-borough support for 
Crossrail 1. This project package is about 
developing the existing proposed scheme to 
ensure benefits in the HBLA are maximized. This 
project comprises the following two key elements:

Woolwich Station fit-out, to provide Greenwich i. 
with an operational Crossrail station and 
maximizing the potential of interchange with 
DLR and national rail services

Improvements in the quality of interchange and ii. 
access currently proposed to be provided at all 
Crossrail 1 stations in LB Newham, including 
Custom House. 

economic Case

Element (i). Crossrail 1 is a committed project, 
with a recent announcement from the Deputy 
Prime Minister confirming it as a very high 
priority and hinting that the opening date could 
even be brought forward again to 2017 from 
2018. However, there is more that can be done 
to promote convergence in East London. At 
Woolwich, for example, the Crossrail project only 
delivers a ‘box’ for a station, not a station itself. 
Demand for travel to and from the interconnected 
Opportunity Areas of North Greenwich, Charlton 
Riverside and Woolwich will grow and failure to 
provide better strategic access will constrain 
growth. 

Element (ii). At Custom House, the Crossrail 
station is currently conceived more as a 
comparatively local station, rather than as the 
pivot for regeneration it could and should become. 
It brings much improved accessibility to Royals 
through journey time reductions of up to 50% 
and links Canary Wharf-Royals-Woolwich within 
minutes of each other. Cost reductions have left 
escalators out with now only passive provision to 
add them later and there is concern at ability to 
cope with traveller numbers. 

LB Newham wants consideration of a bus 
interchange hub by the station to serve the wider 
Royals with consequent impacts on design (gate 
lines , concourse, escalators etc). LBN also 
suggests the station is renamed as befits what 
Crossrail themselves have called a gateway 
station on the central section - something like 
London Royals Gateway station.

Transport Case

Enabling Crossrail trains to stop at Woolwich 
will have many transport benefits. These include 
improving access to opportunities for local 
people, better rail-bus interchange, and increased 
prominence of Woolwich within the sub-region.

LB Newham to provide details for element (ii) 

Funding Case

The Woolwich Station fit-out is critical to the 
continued development of the land surrounding it 
for business and residential purposes. It has been 
the subject of detailed analysis, and the monetary 
benefits it generates can be predicted with some 
accuracy. 

The Station is projected to generate a significant 
number of new journeys once patronage 
abstracted from other transport modes has 
been considered. It will therefore create a net 
surplus to the London transport network. The 
capitalisation of the farebox provides a strong 
financial case for the Station. The operating model 
to bring this to fruition could take many forms 
and lends itself to a blend of funding from other 
sources. 

It could also be considered for a first-wave TIF 
application with income streams predicated 
on in-boundary incremental NNDR, the New 
Homes Bonus, the CIL and developer contribution 
alongside previously-considered funding 
packages. 

eD2: Crossrail 1 Plus
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This could be wrapped within a developer-led 
joint venture arrangement to ensure no call on 
the public purse and brought forward to 2012/13 
through first-year capital financing costs being 
supported by Prudential Borrowing or grant aid 
from RGF. 

LB Newham to provide details for element (ii)

Timing of Delivery

Short-term
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Project Description

Crossrail 2 currently has a safeguarded route 
from Wimbledon to Epping, using the District 
Line corridor to the south-west and the Central 
Line corridor to the north-east. The route 
east of Hackney goes direct from Homerton to 
Leytonstone, by-passing Stratford. The route 
south of Victoria goes via Putney. This project 
is for changes to this route at both ends and 
comprises two main elements:

Route to north-east to run via Hackney Wick i. 
and Stratford
Route to south-west to run via Clapham ii. 
Junction 
New Platforms at Stratford Domestic Station iii. 
(see ED1ii)

economic Case

Crossrail 2 is strongly supported by all boroughs. 
However, it is considered that its benefits to the 
HBLA would be significantly greater if the line 
were to run via key stations in the HBLA and also 
connect direct with Clapham Junction. In doing so, 
CR2 would provide direct links between Stratford 
& Hackney Wick and King’s Cross, Victoria & 
Clapham Junction, and reinforce Tottenham Court 
Road station as ‘West End Central’. This alignment 
would also enable better strategic access to jobs 
at Hackney Wick and the new creative district 
incorporating the Olympic International Media 
Centre – important drivers of the Government’s 
‘Tech City’ proposals. At the same time, it opens 
up better access to the wider Hackney area, 
reinforcing Dalston as a major transport hub. 

Routing CR2 into or via Stratford would create the 
need for additional platform capacity. However, 
this capacity is required in any case to permit 
expansion of all rail services to/from Stratford 
and specifically in connection with services on the 
Overground (North London Line), in the Lea Valley 
corridor (see ED1ii), and the proposed service to 
Walthamstow and Chingford (see ED5i).

Transport Case

The majority of transport modelling undertaken 
for TGLP shows crowding on most rail lines is 
at unbearable levels by 2031 and CR2 is deemed 
essential by then. The case for CR2 is not only 
built on the relief it brings but also on the better 
links it creates between Hackney and Chelsea. 
Taking CR2 via Stratford, improving access and 
interchange,should add value & strengthen the 
overall business case. Given that all or part 
of the right-of-way required between Dalston 
and Stratford is already occupied by the North 
London Line above ground and HS1 below ground, 
the scheme will be complex and expensive in 
engineering terms (CR2 could replace NLL for 
that section). 

Following a request from the DfT to the Mayor 
of London, TfL is currently undertaking a review 
of the existing safeguarded alignment to identify 
where possible changes should be made to 
ensure a route that fully maximises the benefits 
for London. This is linked to the proposals for 
HS2. The costs and benefits of routing CR2 as 
described above should now be fully considered 
as part of this ongoing review.

Funding Case

CR2 additional works are not a discrete project 
as such but would serve to augment planned 
existing capacity. The direct financial benefits 
are therefore difficult to monetise. Funding 
should therefore come via TfL with a potential 
contribution from the MDC and Enterprise 
Zone and from potential pooling of individual 
Boroughs’ resultant incremental funding streams. 
Establishing the viability of CR2 awaits a full 
business and financial case being made.

Timing of Delivery

Medium-term

eD3: Crossrail 2
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Project Description

This project will help to connect East London 
much more effectively into the London-Cambridge 
economic corridor and into the Lee Valley 
Corridor. This package of projects, which is linked 
with project LT2, includes the following elements:

Brimsdown to Stratford 4 trains per hour i. 
service upgrade

Lea Bridge Station Reopeningii. 

New Platforms at Stratford Domestic Station iii. 
(see ED1ii)

economic Case

Connecting the research and development in high 
technology, bio-technology and pharmaceutical 
industries in the Cambridge Economic Corridor 
with the economic drivers of the HBLA will create 
the opportunity to open up new stations, reopen 
old railway stations and improve others in the 
Upper Leaside corridor and Stratford Metropolitan 
area, providing improved access for those living 
within the HBLA to the new drivers of growth.

Transport Case

Element (i). There is a recommendation in the 
July 2011 London and South East RUS for the 
implementation of a four trains per hour Lea 
Valley (Brimsdown) to Stratford service. This 
requires limited additional infrastructure (a new 
turnback facility at Brimsdown), although for the 
service to stop at all intervening station would 
be significantly more costly as it would require a 
mixture of three- and four tracking. While the cost 
for this has been estimated by Network Rail at 
£100-200m (scheme delivery between 2014 and 
2019), TfL has proposed an intermediate scheme 
that allows 4 trains per hour to all stations 
between Brimsdown and Stratford at a far lower 
cost. 

Element (ii). Apart from allowing Lea Bridge 
area residents to easily access the Olympic Park 
and Stratford City areas for employment and 
recreational purposes, a re instated Lea Bridge 
Station will also strengthen the Lea Valley as 
a north south spine in itself. Significantly, the 
proposed station would create a sustainable and 
convenient access new leisure activities and open 
spaces in the vicinity. Re-opening the station will 
also have a positive impact upon the industrial 
areas clustered around the station, encouraging 
businesses to re locate.

While re instating the station will improve local 
access, stopping services will increase journey 
times and will also slightly impair line capacity. 
It is also important to note that scheme viability 
is dependent on the service offered - currently, 
line service is 1tph; about to be doubled; and see 
also element (i). Increased use of the route via 
Lea Bridge may require upgrading of the track 
and signalling to allow for closer headways. The 
re opening of Lea Bridge Station will cost an 
estimated £4-5million, probably secured from 
a mixture of local and central Government and 
rail franchisee sources, and possibly also partial 
funding from nearby proposed developments. 
The value of the scheme would be significantly 
advanced by the delivery of project ED5i (Hall 
Farm Curve reinstatement).

The cost of reopening Lea Bridge Station has been 
estimated at £5m.

Element (iii). See ED1ii

Funding Case

The delivery of more trains from Brimsdown to 
Stratford is proposed within Network Rail’s latest 
RUS and supported by TfL/the Mayor.

Timing of Delivery

(i) & (ii) Short-term 
(iii) Medium-term

eD4: stratford-Lee valley main Line Rail upgrade
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Project Description

This project comprises the expansion of the West 
Anglia Main Line corridor from two tracks to four.

economic Case

Connecting the research and development in high 
technology, bio-technology and pharmaceutical 
industries in the Cambridge Economic Corridor 
with the economic drivers of the HBLA will help to 
connect East London much more effectively into 
the London-Cambridge economic corridor and 
enable the HBLA to deliver its maximum potential 
as an economic hub at the south of that corridor.

Transport Case

The current two-track constraint means that 
fast services (presently 4tph to Stansted Airport 
and 2tph to Cambridge off peak) use up almost 
all of the available paths on the line.  Indeed, 
the only stopping services at present are those 
serving Hertford East and 1tph (about to be 
doubled) between Stratford and stations north of 
Broxbourne. Angel Road in particular receives 
a very poor service at present. Also, no services 
are able to call at all Lea Valley stations due to 
short headways between express services. Four-
tracking allows a variety of additional stopping 
services to be introduced serving all of the Lea 
Valley stations. More particularly, four tracking 
will allow more direct services to Stratford. The 
full four-tracking scheme was recommended in 
the 2007 Greater Anglia Rail Utilisation Strategy 
(RUS), but scheme viability has decreased since 
plans to expand Stansted Airport were cancelled. 
Scheme costs is likely to be hundreds of £millions.

Funding Case

Four-tracking in the London-Cambridge rail 
corridor is an integral part of a scheme of national 
importance and should as such be funded by 
Network Rail via an expanded capital programme 
funded by the DfT. Its sub-regional impact is to 
increase overall connectivity to Stratford and 
therefore cannot easily be monetised. However, 
it might be appropriate for part of the funding to 
come from RGF resources available to London and 
the East of England.

Timing of Delivery

Long-term

eD4L: West Anglia main Line Four-Tracking
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Project Description

This project comprises two options for providing 
a direct rail link between Stratford and 
Walthamstow and other stations in Waltham 
Forest. These schemes are:

Reinstatement of the Hall Farm Curve to i. 
enable new Stratford-Walthamstow-Chingford 
services.

New DLR link from Stratford International to ii. 
Walthamstow via Leyton & Wood Street.

economic Case

Better access to opportunities in Stratford for 
people living in Waltham Forest.

Transport Case

Element (i). The infrastructure investment 
required to achieve the re-introduction of a train 
service connecting Stratford with Walthamstow 
(and also St James Street, Wood Street, Highams 
Park and Chingford), and of re-opening Lea Bridge 
Station (which would be served by this re-instated 
service) is limited to the reinstatement of Hall 
Farm Curve (the track bed is still available). If 
existing services between Liverpool Street and 
Chingford via Walthamstow were retained, and 
services via the Hall Farm Curve were also routed 
through to Liverpool Street via Stratford, a metro-
style 8tph service between the Walthamstow/
Chingford branch and The City could be achieved, 
with obvious local benefits. The number and use 
of available train paths on the line via Temple 
Mills needs to be considered.

The cost has been estimated at around £20m for 
the preferred option of double-track curve, but 
could be reduced to around £14m if a single track 
curve is provided instead (2009 prices). Economic 
appraisal has shown that the reinstatement of the 
Hall Farm Curve together with the reopening of 
Lea Bridge Station (see project ED4ii) has a strong 

combined business case, with a benefit to cost 
ratio of 3.0.

Element (ii). The details of and business case 
for this extension are unknown at present. It is 
assumed that the extension would be constructed 
in similar, elevated fashion to the previous DLR 
extension from Canning Town to London City 
Airport & North Woolwich. The costs will likely run 
into hundreds of £millions.

Funding Case

The re-instatement of the Hall Farm Curve is 
an integral part of the increase of overground 
capacity that will be needed to facilitate the 
increased passenger numbers that will result 
from continues employment growth at Stratford 
and the Lee Valley. It’s funding would ordinarily be 
part of Network Rail’s main programme and this 
far it has been considered as such. However, as 
with other projects, there is a case to be made for 
co-funding via retained NNDR increment.

The extension of the DLR is as yet at the 
conceptual stage and no costings are available. 
A funding case will therefore be a matter for TfL 
should the project be developed to the planning 
stage.

Timing of Delivery

(i) Short-term

(ii) Medium-term

eD5: stratford-Walthamstow Direct Rail
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Project Description

This project involves an extension to the existing 
DLR system through constructing a new link 
from Gallions Reach station to the existing 
Dagenham Dock railway station. This 6.1km link 
would help to connect the Royal Docks with the 
wider transport network and connect the London 
Riverside Opportunity Area to rail services at 
Custom House and Dagenham Dock in an area 
that is currently constrained by lack of public 
transport provision.

economic Case

Strategic extensions of the DLR will help to 
improve access to new opportunities, especially 
employment, facilitate planned growth in housing 
and employment, reduce social exclusion and 
deliver high density, public transport orientated 
communities. In the past, the case for the eastern 
extension has been based largely on its need to 
underpin the redevelopment of the Barking Reach 
and Dagenham Docks areas. However, this case 
can and should now be changed and strengthened 
to incorporate the access to employment in the 
Royals Enterprise Zone and other parts of the 
Core Area.

Transport Case

The business case appraisal carried out using 
TfL’s Business Case Development Manual 
to support the 2008 Transport & Works Act 
application showed a strong Benefit to Cost Ratio 
of 3.2:1 against a capital cost of £750m at outturn 
prices.

Funding Case

The Dagenham Docks link is integral to the 
connectivity of labour markets to capital 
investments and to opening up employment land. 
Funding should therefore be considered from a 
combination of TfL, the New Homes Bonus, the 
Mayor’s Outer London Programme, incremental 
NNDR within LBBD and the Enterprise Zone.

Timing of Delivery

Medium-term

eD6: DLR extension galliosn-Dagenham Dock
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Project Description

The River Thames continues to act a significant 
barrier to movement in east London. The following 
package of measures are proposed to address this 
issue:

Silvertown Tunnel: Twin bored tunnel i. 
between the Blackwall Tunnel approach and 
the Silvertown Way roundabout, connecting 
the opportunity areas of North Greenwich, 
Charlton Riverside and Woolwich. 

Gallions Reach Crossing: Initially, a ferry ii. 
crossing is proposed between Thamesmead 
and Beckton (as a possible replacement for the 
Woolwich ferry), with the long-term aspiration 
for a road bridge connection.

Thames Riverboat Service Package: Extension iii. 
of existing river services to Barking and 
Dagenham, plus increases in existing service 
frequencies.

economic Case

For the Core Area to be able to take advantage 
of the potential labour markets to the south of 
the river the barrier affect of the river must be 
addressed. The transport network currently 
fails in two key ways. Firstly, there is poor local 
connectivity, particularly for pedestrians and 
cyclists, failing to connect people with jobs and 
services on either side of the river. Secondly, the 
network that does exist lacks resilience, resulting 
in wide-spread congestion after even minor 
incidence. The current arrangement places an 
excessive reliance on the Jubilee Line, and while 
Crossrail and the Cable Car will help to alleviate 
the problem in specific ways, more must be done 
if areas such as the Royal Docks Enterprise Zone 
and Greenwich Peninsula Opportunity Area are to 
realise their full potential.

Although this project comprises a number 
of distinct elements, the need to address the 
severance impacts of the Thames generally, 
rather than just solve specific problems, and the 
potential inter-relationship between the effects 
of the different elements, mean that the different 
elements must always been seen as part of 
a package. This is a package that will help to 
improve journey time reliability, smooth traffic 
flows, connect local people with jobs and services, 
and support wider regeneration.

Transport Case

Element (i). This is a twin bored tunnel between 
the Blackwall Tunnel approach and Silvertown 
Way, and is anticipated to be needed both (a) to 
improve access to the Royal Docks Enterprise 
Zone and interconnected Opportunity Areas 
of North Greenwich, Charlton Riverside and 
Woolwich, and (b) to provide greater resilience in 
connection with existing and predicted congestion 
at the Blackwall Tunnel. A tunnel could be open 
by 2020, and could allow a reliable cross-river 
bus route, strengthening orbital public transport 
links, notably between major bus interchanges at 
Canning Town and North Greenwich. Tolling might 
be required to provide funding and to ensure 
decongestion benefits are locked in. Costs will be 
many hundreds of £millions.

Element (ii). Following the cancellation of 
the Thames Gateway Bridge scheme, which 
would have provided a fixed river crossing at 
Gallions Reach, Thamesmead, the Mayor and 
TfL acknowledge that the projected increases in 
jobs and population in the Thames Gateway will 
increase the problem of highway congestion and 
road network resilience at river crossings further. 

In the long term, the aspiration remains for a fixed 
crossing at Gallions Reach (bridge or tunnel), and 
it is acknowledged that the role of such a crossing 
should focus on relatively short-distance trips and 
not as an alternative for longer-distance traffic to 
the strategic crossings at Dartford and Blackwall. 

eD7: Thames River Crossings Package 
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Priority for public transport and local people and 
businesses - e.g. through ‘Smart Tolling’ will be 
essential.

In the short term, there is a pressing need both 
to relieve congestion in Woolwich related to the 
existing ferry service and, if that ferry is to remain, 
to invest heavily in its maintenance and upgrade. 
In view of this, there is a strong case for focusing 
instead on a new ferry crossing at Gallions. This 
project would encompass new highway access 
infrastructure designed to be readily modified to 
serve a future fixed crossing. 

Costs of a chain ferry to replace the Woolwich 
Ferry are now estimated at £100m. Costs of a 
fixed link are unknown, but will be many hundreds 
of £millions.

Element (iii). This comprises a potentially wide 
variety of riverboat services providing both 
longer-distance ‘express services’ and ‘stopping 
services’ providing local links, all fully integrated 
within TfL’s ticketing structure (including 
Oystercard). While the express boats are likely 
to offer a ‘premium’ service to commuters, the 
local services are intended to provide a series of 
single, short-distance ‘hops’ across the river at 
several points, greatly reducing the severance 
impact and enabling access by local people to 
more opportunities. Costs will be largely related 
to improving existing and possibly creating new 
wharves. Although unknown, the total capital 
costs associated with this element will therefore 
be likely to be tens of £millions.

Funding Case

All should be considered as part of a wider 
assessment of the economic asset represented 
by the Thames. In economic terms, the Thames 
Riverboat Service Package is likely to be 
peripheral.

By contrast, the Gallions Crossing would enable 
businesses to avoid a 45-minute detour for their 
vehciles to cross the Thames, which is currently 
a significant burden on the cost base of logistics 
companies.

The Silvertown Tunnel is also key to the 
development of the Enterprise Zone and 
Greenwich Perninsular. T

The 2011 Autumn Statement from the Chancellor 
confirmed that the Gallions and Silvertown 
Crossings are both infrastructure schemes 
considered vital in stimulating the UK eceonomy. 
The Thames Crossings package should therefore 
be brought forward within funding from TfL, LBs 
Greenwich and Newham (using incremental 
NNDR and, potentially, Prudential Borrowing 
secured against this) and the Enterprise Zone.  

Timing of Delivery

The phasing of the delivery of the different 
elements of this package needs to be the subject 
of a specific study. While it is understood that TfL 
sees the Silvertown Tunnel as a strategic priority, 
the Host Boroughs will need to have certainty 
about the future delivery of a crossing at Gallions 
and of greatly improved riverboat services to 
minimise the barrier to opportunities that the 
Thames will otherwise continue to present to 
local people.

(i) Medium-term

(ii) Medium- to Long-term

(iii) Short- to Medium-term
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Project Description

There are currently missing connections or poor 
junctions that limit road access to the HBLA from 
the east. The following sub-projects are necessary 
for these to be overcome:

A13/Renwick Road junction grade separation i. 
and Renwick Road Bridge strengthening.

Improved A12 Corridor Managementii. 

Barking to Royal Docks (River Roding) Bus iii. 
Corridor: A highly prioritised and segregated 
bus service, providing an attractive and cost-
effective public transport solution.

Greenwich Waterfront Bus: A high quality bus iv. 
transit service connecting Abbey Wood & North 
Greenwich, via the riverside opportunity areas.

economic Case

Peak-hour congestion on key highways in the 
HBLA continues to be a major impediment 
to regeneration. Engineering measures at 
key locations to address specific bottlenecks, 
improved management of traffic on key corridors 
(e.g. A12 and A13), and new bus priority corridors 
will deliver a range of benefits such including: 
reduced delays and journey time variability; 
improved public transport journey times and 
reliability; and reduced air pollution. Local 
communities will experience improved access 
to employment and regeneration areas and to 
community services.

Transport Case

Element (i). The current arrangements at the 
A13/Renwick Road Junction and the condition 
of the Renwick Road Bridge are two major 
impediments to the regeneration of London 
Riverside. The Renwick Road Junction is the only 
at grade junction on the A13 between Limehouse 
and Benfleet, and is the source of frequent and 

sever delays in the morning peak. The bridge is 
currently weight restricted due to concerns about 
its condition and therefore cannot be used by 
HGVs. The provision of a grade separated junction 
and the strengthening of the bridge will: improve 
traffic flow on the A13; alleviate poor air quality; 
enable the full build out of the Barking Riverside; 
improve access to the River Road Employment 
Area; and improve public transport connections 
between Thames View/Barking Riverside and 
Dagenham. A grade separated junction would 
enable buses unimpeded access across the A13. 
The business case and funding opportunities for 
these improvements remain to be developed.

Element (ii) needs to be considered in the light 
of experience with recently-opened Stratford 
Westfield development and the long-standing 
proposal for a Silvertown tunnel (see ED7ii), which 
would offer the potential for relief of congestion 
associated with the existing Blackwall tunnels. 

Element (iii). This is an update of part of the 
former East London Transit scheme, and will 
provide direct, reliable public transport between 
Barking Town Centre and the Royal Docks at 
Gallions, via a dedicated crossing underneath the 
A13/A406 junction. It will feature a new bridge 
over the River Roding that will enable better bus 
penetration of development south west of Barking 
Town Centre and would also enable improved 
access to the Gascoigne Estate in Barking. Costs 
tbc.

Element (iv). This is an update of part of the 
former Greenwich Waterfront Transit scheme, 
running between Woolwich and North Greenwich 
to the north of the A206 corridor. It will provide 
greatly enhanced public transport access to 
the North Greenwich, Charlton Riverside and 
Woolwich opportunity areas, linking with major 
interchanges at both ends. The project will provide 
a fast, frequent and reliable service meeting the 
current and future demand for public transport in 
the local area. It will provide local communities 
with improved access to employment and 

eD8: strategic Road/Road-Based Public Transport Improvements
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regeneration areas and community services. 
Further extension to Abbey Wood is also under 
consideration, and extending the total length of 
the scheme to around 14km. Costs tbc.

Funding Case

These are improvements to overall connectivity 
and should be funded by TfL.

Timing of Delivery

Short- to Medium-term
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Project Description

The current configuration of travel Zones is 
centred on the Central Activity Zone and is 
layered outwards on the presumption that the 
objective of travel, and hence the charge made 
for it, is to access central London. For London as 
a whole this has worked well in the past and has 
generated a farebox that reflects travel patterns 
and allows demand management. As the HBLA 
id developed out and travel patterns change this 
will increasingly cease to be the case for travel 
within the sub-region. The objective of travel 
for those within the dub-region will shift to it 
being to access the central core. Current zoning 
arrangements inflate the costs of this by splitting 
the sub-region across a number of Zones, thereby 
providing a distortion of the match between travel 
patterns and fares, This distortion can be removed 
by over-layering the current zonal arrangement 
with a new HBLA zone which would reduce travel 
costs within, but not to or from, the HBLA.

economic Case

The economic growth that will deliver 
convergence is predicated on the assumption that 
the jobs that will be created will be filled in large 
part by HBLA residents. Current arrangements 
do not reflect this and create a rigidity within the 
labour market in the form of increased travel 
costs compared with the Central Activty Zone 
labour market. This will reduce the take-up 
of employment opportunities within the HBLA 
and hence reduce or delay the achievement of 
convergence. This project will eliminate that 
rigidity and enable the labour market to function 
more effectively.

Transport Case

The project will ensure that transport costs reflect 
transport patterns for the HBLA rather than those 
for London as a whole. 

The adult Oyster PAYG peak fare for a single tube/
rail journey from the east to the west of Zone 
1 (e.g. Edgware Road to Aldgate East) is £1.90. 
Examples of fares for journeys of comparable 
length (7-8km) affecting travel to/from and within 
the HBLA are:

Custom House (Z3)-Aldgate East (Z1) - £2.90 •
Barking (Z4) - Canary Wharf (Z2) - £2.20 •
Dagenham Dock (Z5) - Royal Albert (Z3) - £2.20 •

A ‘HBLA Zone’ with a single pricing structure (e.g. 
£1.40 for a single adult peak PAYG fare) at current 
pricing levels) would enable the freer movement 
of local people to and from the full range of 
opportunities - including jobs - within the HBLA.

Funding Case

Reducing the costs of travel within, but not to or 
from, the HBLA will generate increased journeys 
and hence an increased farebox. This increased 
revenue will offset the revenue lost by removing 
the current zonal boundaries within the HBLA. 
It will also enable the realization of incremental 
NNDR by supplying the labour needed by the 
employment-generating developments that uplift 
the NNDR base. The project will therefore result 
in two revenue streams to fund it. TfL should 
undertake a financial modeling exercise to assess 
the likely costs and yields and the balance that 
can be struck between the latter to offset the 
former whilst assuring cost-neutrality for TfL 
within the HBLA.

Timing of Delivery

Short-term

eD9: new HBLA Travelcard Zone
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Project Description

This includes opening up access to the Olympic 
Park from the Upper and Lower Lee Valley and 
its neighbouring areas, reducing severance and 
improving interaction between communities. 
There are two sub-projects central to this theme:

Walthamstow Wetlands – Improved Access: i. 
creating a key visitor and nature conservation 
destination in North London.

Olympic Greenway – Key Links Upgrade: ii. 
maximising its use as a key cycling 
‘superhighway’ serving the Olympic Park by 
creating a contiguous route improvement.

economic Case

Providing improved access and making full use 
of nature conservation destinations, both as a 
resource for leisure and recreation, as well a 
means to improve local connections. These should 
be viewed as part of a wider network of high 
quality green links between the 6HB parks and 
open spaces, helping to encourage sustainable 
modes of travel and active lifestyles.

Transport Case

Element (i). Walthamstow Wetlands will be a key 
visitor and nature conservation destination in 
North London and also a resource for leisure and 
recreation. The aim is to provide improved access 
to Walthamstow Reservoirs, with more entrances 
and better connections to adjacent green spaces, 
to help increase open space provision for local 
communities experiencing deprivation, and to 
support the vision of a continuous green lung 
running from London to Hertfordshire. This will 
be achieved through improvements to existing 
gateways and provision of additional secondary 
gateways, through the provision of bridges to 
achieve improved strategic links, and through 
the demarcation of permissive paths through the 
site. It could also be achieved through increased 

water use on the River Lee Diversion and River 
Lee Navigation, and establishment of a water 
based connection with the Olympic Park. The 
cost of improved connections and access has 
been estimated as £1.9m (as part of a £9.3m 
development package). Costs of specific elements 
are: main gateway entrance, existing car park 
and pedestrian crossing (£0.3m); highway 
improvement works (£0.2m); footpaths (£0.8m); 
gates, bridges and connections (£0.4m); furniture, 
signage and interpretation (£0.2m)

Element (ii). A comprehensive Greenway upgrade 
programme to maximise its use as a key cycling 
‘superhighway’ serving the HBLA Core Area and 
the Olympic Park. ODA improvements to the 
section of the Greenway between the Park and 
West Ham station are nearing completion, and 
this programme of works is on the section to 
the east of West Ham - to ensure a contiguous 
route improvement. Costs of sub-projects are: 
Greenway Cycle Connectivity Improvements 
£120,000 (ODA) and £461,000 (LDA); OCWRE - 
Olympic Greenway – West Ham Memorial Park 
New pathway and connection ramp £120,000 
(ODA); OCWRE - Greenway Resurfacing - West 
Ham bridge to Memorial Park Greenway 
resurfacing £76,000 (ODA); OCWRE - Greenway 
Gateways New entrance features improving 
accessibility and improved ‘branding’ and signage 
of Greenway entry points. £120,000 (ODA); and 
Greenway Vision Strategy Study for long term 
Greenway strategy and identified improvements 
for the future £50,000 (LDA) (LBN – LIP) (LBBD – 
LIP)

Funding Case

These are integral to the embedding of the 
Olympic Park within the sub-region and should 
be funded by the MDC via capital receipts and 
incremental NNDR and by the relevant Boroughs 
via the New Homes Bonus. 

WL1: strategic Walking & Cycling Connections
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Project Description

This project package comprises local connectivity 
schemes that involve the creation of new highway 
links with the Olympic Park. Project elements 
include:

Pudding Mill/Sugar House Linki. 

Lower Lea Spine Road (Rick Roberts Way ii. 
extension to Canning Town)

economic Case

This project pursues the principal aim of 
establishing key local linkages where they are 
currently missing, and by that integrate isolated 
areas into the wider movement network, open 
them up for regeneration and development, and 
also enhance wider connectivity in the core area.

Transport Case

Element (i). Achieving this link would significantly 
improve access to the Sugar House Lane 
area. It would unlock the area’s considerable 
regeneration potential of up to 1,000 new homes 
and up to 30,000sqm new commercial space. The 
link would become the local high street, directly 
connecting future residents and occupants 
with the Bromley-by Bow underground station, 
Pudding Mill Lane DLR Station, the Olympic Park 
and with other service and retail provisions in the 
area. Sub-projects include:

a) a new at grade cross junction of Sugar House 
Lane with Stratford High Street

b) a new bridge crossing and connection of above 
junction with Marshgate Lane

c) a new mixed-mode bridge from Sugar House 
Lane south eastwards to Tesco at Bromley-by-
Bow

Costs tbc.

Element (ii). This is a key north-south highway 
connection that links Stratford and the Olympic 
Park area much more directly with Canning Town 
than the existing, more circuitous and physically 
constrained West Ham Lane/Manor Road route 
running broadly parallel to the east. It will connect 
disparate parcels of land between the River Lea 
and the Jubilee Line/DLR corridor to provide a 
robust vehicular connection to support existing 
employment uses, development and regeneration. 
Key elements are the crossing of the District/
c2c railway corridor and the connection with the 
Canning Town highway interchange. Costs tbc, but 
will run into many tens of £millions. 

Funding Case

As local road schemes, both should be supported 
by TfL and the Boroughs’ LIP funding. However, 
substantial contributions from other sources (e.g. 
developer contributions) may also be necessary, 
especially in relation to element (ii).

WL2: new Local Highway Connections
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Project Description

This package includes better pedestrian and cycle 
links across the key severance corridor of the A12. 
Elements include: 

Fish Island Link (3 optional routes); and other i. 
possible crossings at;

A13/A12 junctionii. 

A12/Dee Street Junctioniii. 

 A12/Abbott Roadiv. 

A12/Twelvetrees Crescentv. 

 Pedestrian improvements between Bromley vi. 
North and Bromley High Street

 Pedestrian/cycle bridge over A12 at Wrexham vii. 
Road and 

Connection to Hackney Marshes viii. 

economic Case

The A12 causes significance severance between 
the east and west and reduces the availability 
of services and employment opportunities for 
residents either side of the corridor. Increasing 
the number and attractiveness of walk and cycle 
crossings will bring many more opportunities 
within the reach of local people, support the 
regeneration of the area and generally open up 
access for communities to the west of the A12 
to the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, Stratford 
and the regeneration and employment areas at 
Pudding Mill Lane, Sugar House, Three Mills, 
Cody Road and Abbey Road. 

Transport Case

Element (i). The improvement of walking and 
cycling connections between Roman Road, Fish 
Island, the IMC, Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park 

and Stratford. There are three proposed routes for 
this link:

a) Bridge across A12 - Roman Road to Maverton 
Road and Road link over the canal to the south of 
the Olympic Stadium

b) Bridge across A12 at Old Ford Road - upgrade 
existing footbridge to vehicular bridge and a 
bridge across River Lea at the historic Ford

c) Re-open towpath between Old Ford Lock and 
Stadium Island

Further studies are required to understand the 
cost, feasibility, alignment and modal access 
that is appropriate for this area. The LBTH LIP 
identifies a cocktail of funding for improved Fish 
Island walking and cycling links to include de-
cluttering, greening the street, up-grade of street 
lighting and introduction of wayfinding and public 
art: £200K (LIP), £50K (LDA), £321K (LTGDC), 
£250K (DCLG).

Elements (ii)-(viii). Details and costs tbc.

Funding Case

Although the A12 corridor crossing package 
is essentially local in nature, it addresses a 
constraint arising from an underlying design 
flaw in the sub-region’s highway infrastructure. 
Therefore, although the package might ordinarily 
have been funded via Boroughs’ LIPs there is a 
case to be made for the wider economic benefit to 
be reflected in contributions being made from DfT, 
RGF and Boroughs’ main capital programmes

WL3: A12 Corridor Crossings Package
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Project Description

This package encompasses a wide variety of 
improvements to walking and cycling connections, 
principally between the Olympic Park and 
surrounding areas, and also within the Olympic 
Park itself. The package is sub-divided into 6 main 
elements, each of which may also be sub-divided 
into specific schemes:

West Ham Area Improvementsi. 

Leyton Mills Bridgeii. 

Stratford Parallelsiii. 

Fish Island Links to Olympic Parkiv. 

Lea Navigation Crossingsv. 

Olympic Park Internal Linksvi. 

economic Case

The Core Area generally is poorly connected at 
a local level, due to numerous physical barriers 
such as railway lines, waterways and major 
roads, and also land ownership patterns. While 
the Olympic Legacy provision provides access 
improvements into the Queen Elisabeth Park, a 
number of important local connections remain 
missing. Establishing the identified links for 
walking and cycling is critical to the establishment 
of a coherent and well-connected core area that 
integrates well with surrounding neighbourhoods 
and offers better internal connectivity. Each 
of the new connections proposed will bring 
a step change in local accessibility and join 
disparate parcels together into a contiguous and 
connected core area. They will facilitate access 
to employment, retail, education and transport 
nodes for the existing and the emerging new 
residential community, open up underused lands 
for regeneration, and provide access to the new 
facilities and leisure opportunities offered by the 
Olympic Legacy and the Queen Elisabeth Park.

WL4: Local Walking & Cycling Connections

Transport Case

Element (i). Improved connections in the West 
Ham area to enable developments to come 
forward. This would also improve east-west 
movement across the Jubilee/DLR lines as well 
as help to reduce the barrier of the east-west rail 
corridor. Sub-projects could include:

Abbey Road Bridge widening to upgrade i. 
footpath for pedestrians and add cycle facilities

Greenway improved crossing at Canning Roadii. 

Sarsen Close bridge over the District Line for iii. 
buses, pedestrians and cycles only

Stephenson Bridge Improvementiv. 

Crows Road Bridge Linkv. 

Costs tbc

Element (ii). A new pedestrian and cycling link 
between Leyton and the Queen Elizabeth Olympic 
Park and Eaton Manor, including a new bridge 
across the railway. This will enable improved 
pedestrian/cycle access from Eaton Manor to 
Leyton Station, and overcome severance by 
connecting the Leyton Mills communities with the 
new facilities at Eaton Manor, the park and the 
wider core area.  

Element (iii). The Parallels project comprises 
joining up existing streets and routes to create 
two principal and direct north-south walking and 
cycling routes on either side of Stratford High 
Street away from heavy traffic. The Northern 
Parallel starts at Leyton Road and runs through 
the town centre and Carpenters Area (via the Jupp 
Road bridge), onto Bridgewater Road, south west 
through Pudding Mill, before finally providing a 
crossing over the River Lea and A12 (see LC3i).
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 The Southern Parallel connects the new Stratford 
High Street DLR Station in the north, with the 
employment area on Rick Roberts Way, the Bisson 
Road neighbourhood, the greenway, Sugar House 
lane and further to Bromley-By-Bow station. 
Both are essential to overcome the fragmentation 
of the land parcels of existing and proposed 
neighbourhoods on either side of the High Street. 
They will help to better integrate them with each 
other and provide convenient connections with 
the Metropolitan Centre, the stations, local green 
spaces and the Olympic Park.

Element (iv). To overcome the poor internal 
connections of Fish Island and open the area up 
for regeneration, this element may include the 
enhancement of existing bridges or the building 
of new canal crossings. The draft Fish Island Area 
Action Plan (May 2011) identifies the following 
options:

a) a new all modes bridge over the Lea Navigation 
linking Monier Road to Fish Island east

b) a new pedestrian and cycle bridge connecting 
the corner of Roach Road and Beachy Road to 
proposed residential development on Fish Island 
East

c) a new bridge over the Hertford Union Canal 
connecting Fish Island North to Fish Island Mid. 
This could be for pedestrians and cyclists only or 
designed to take other vehicles with a priority for 
buses. Route options for this connection, both via 
a new bridge across the Hertford Union Canal, 
are: a link from Wyke Road to Trego Road; and a 
link  from Wyke Road to Hepscott Road.

d) Re-opening and upgrading the all modes bridge 
at White Post Lane

e) Long term provision of a bridge connection 
across the River Lea at Autumn Street or 
Riverside Wharf to create a direct route between 
Roman Road/Bow and Stratford. This could be 
pedestrian or vehicular but will depend on the 
future of Bow Midland East rail yard in Newham

f) a new pedestrian and cycle route linking the 
existing Roach Point footbridge to White Post 
Lane and on to Hackney Wick Station.

The LBTH LIP allocates £821K for Fish Island 
improvements, including a walking and cycling 
link. The overall cost of all sub-projects is 
estimated as being in the tens of £millions.

Element (v). This comprises improved links 
between Hackney Wick north and south of the 
Hertford Union Canal across the River Lea 
Navigation to improve pedestrian/cycle to the 
Olympic Park and Stratford City. This could 
include enhancements to the pedestrian/cycle 
bridge at Wallis Road (north of the canal) and to 
the pedestrian/cycle bridge at Monier Road (south 
of the canal). Costs tbc.

Element (vi). This comprises improved north 
south pedestrian/cycle connections between 
the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and both 
Hackney Marshes (north) and Three Mills (south). 
It supports active travel and use of open space, 
supports the development of a comprehensive 
walk and cycle network, will reduce the barrier 
of the east-west rail line, and improve north-
south connections on both sides of the River Lea 
for pedestrian and cyclists, with particular focus 
where the river goes under the North London Line 
and the A12. Sub-projects include:
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a) future phases of the “Fatwalk”

b) a new connection to Lea River Park

c) publicly accessible western canal bank of the 
Lea Navigation

d) Lea Interchange - improved ped/cycle access 
through this junction and provide north-south 
access between the Olympic Park and Hackney 
Marshes

e) Maintaining a balance in the use of the 
Waterden Road and the Stratford ‘Lifeline’ to 
ensure that Waterden Road does not become a 
barrier to walking and cycling.

Funding Case

Local walking and cycling links are economically 
cosmetic transport enhancements but are in 
integral part of the Olympic legacy. They should 
therefore be funded by the MDC and TfL and by the 
Boroughs via LIP funding should this be available.
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WL5: Local Connector Programmes

WL5a: Cycle Hire extended to the HBLA

This programme is for the further extension of 
the Barclays Cycle Hire scheme (launched in July 
2010) into the HBLA, with docking stations located 
in areas of significant demand.

WL5b: Public Realm & Wayfinding Improvements

This programme covers all improvements within 
the public realm - including the extension of the 
Legible London initiative - that can contribute to 
making walking, in particular, and cycling more 
attractive, both in themselves and as feeder 
modes for public transport.



SUPPORTING TRANSPORT PROJECTS
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Project Description

This project group includes rail infrastructure and 
service upgrade projects that will deliver improved 
accessibility, capacity and levels of service from 
the surrounding areas to the HBLA Core.

Barking to Stratford (link north of Woodgrange i. 
Park): taking advantage of the capacity freed 
up at Stratford Station by Crossrail, additional 
services should be run between Barking and 
Stratford.

Hackney Central Hub: Improved interchange ii. 
between Hackney Downs and Hackney Central 
stations, providing better links between large 
areas of North London (e.g. Enfield) and 
Stratford, helping to increase the accessibility 
of Crossrail 2, and relieving pressure on the 
Victoria line.

Essex Thameside (increased capacity on c2c): iii. 
Measures to alleviate current overcrowding 
between Barking and Central London.

District Line upgrade (early delivery): Early iv. 
delivery of the planned sub-service signalling 
equipment to improve journey time reliability 
and increase capacity.

economic Case

All four sub-projects seek to maximise the 
potential of existing Overground and Underground 
infrastructure, improving access to the Core Area. 
Whether improving upon current or planned 
infrastructure, relatively modest investments 
could realise significant benefits for those that 
live within the 6HBLA. Without the continued 
uplift in the capacity of these routes, adjacent 
regeneration is likely to be frustrated. 

Transport Case

Element (i). A small number of trains currently 
run from Barking to Stratford in the evenings, 
using the existing curve connecting the Barking-
Gospel Oak and East Anglia lines north of 
Woodgrange Park. Reasonably frequent all-
day services between Barking, Stratford and 
Liverpool Street would significantly enhance 
the rail connections to and from Barking, 
which are currently limited to slow District 
and Hammersmith & City tube lines and c2c 
services in to Fenchurch Street. The costs of this 
project are unknown: operational requirements 
will necessitate construction of a new, grade-
separated junction.

Element (ii). This project is for the physical 
connection, within the ‘paid area’, of the two 
existing, adjacent stations of Hackney Central 
and Hackney Downs. At very modest cost, this 
will provide excellent interchange between the 
North London Line (Central) and West Anglia 
Line (Downs). The value of this proposal will 
be increased in connection with the Crossrail 2 
project that will also come to Hackney (see SC3). 
Costs include the new interchange, estimated at 
£5-10m (funded by DfT, s106, TfL, Network Rail, 
Rail franchisee); reopening the former ticket hall 
building at Hackney Central (Mare Street/Amherst 
Road), estimated at £0.5-1m (DfT, Network 
Rail, s106); and Hackney Central ‘Access for All’ 
Improvements, estimated at £250k (DfT).

Element (iii). Connected with the Essex-
Thameside Route Utilisation Strategy, this project 
encompasses more frequent c2c services and 
longer trains, to ease peak hour overcrowding 
between Barking and London. Key priorities 
include the provision of 12-car trains on the 
London-Tilbury-Southend line, and 4 tph off-peak 
on the Tilbury Loop. These planned were put on 
hold in the 2010 Spending Review and, as things 
stand, may well not be implemented by 2014. 
TfL modelling forecasts greater demand on this 
corridor than the RUS and TfL believes there is 

sT1: Improved Rail & Tube Connections
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a business case for additional 12-car services in 
the peak shoulders and that a long term capacity 
gap exists beyond full 12-car operations. Costs 
unknown, although capital costs of new fixed 
infrastructure (as opposed to rolling stock) are 
likely to be comparatively modest.

Element (iv). This project is the earlier-
than-programmed delivery of much-needed 
improvements to the District Line. The sub-
surface District Line lines have some of the 
oldest assets on the network, including some of 
the signalling, which dates from the 1940s. The 
upgrade of the sub-surface lines will see the 
whole fleet and signalling and control systems 
replaced, leading to a 24% increase in capacity 
on the District Line through automated running 
and larger trains with higher internal capacity. 
The need for station capacity improvements at 
Barking, Upney and Dagenham Heathway has also 
been identified. Costs tbc.

Funding Case

These are upgrades to existing capacity and 
should therefore be funded by TfL. 
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Project Description

This project comprises a package of relatively 
modest and local improvements to the service 
offered by DLR within the Core Area (see SC5 for 
more strategic DLR schemes). Project elements 
include:

Twin-tracking from Bow Church to Stratfordi. 

Three-car service on the Beckton and ii. 
Woolwich Branches

economic/Convergence/environmental Case

This project package significantly enhances the 
ability of the DLR to provide local people with high 
quality public transport access to employment 
and other opportunities in the Core Area. Both 
elements seek to relieve existing and future 
congestion on existing routes.

Transport Business Case

Element (i). Two single-track sections currently 
limit service frequency and hence capacity 
between Stratford and Poplar. Removing these 
constraints by double-tracking this section 
would support higher density development in 
area. The implementation of Crossrail and the 
legacy development of the Olympic Park present 
an opportunity to implement the scheme, but it 
would require funding for some work to be carried 
out while Crossrail is on site in 2014. In order 
to reduce headways further – below 4 minutes 
– constraints on the more challenging section 
between the A12 and Bow Church would need to 
be addressed. Works for Crossrail at Pudding Mill 
Lane already include passive provision for later 
DLR double tracking Costs tbc.

Element (ii). Investment is currently underway 
to enable the entire DLR network to handle 
3-car services before the Olympics. However, a 
currently-unfunded expansion of the 149-vehicle 
DLR fleet will eventually be required to run a full 
3-car service day-to-day, post-Olympics, across 
all parts of the network in order to meet growing 
demand. In particular, development along the 
routes to Woolwich and Beckton will mean a 
three-car service will be needed in the peaks 
some time between 2015 and 2020. Costs tbc

Funding Case

sT2: DLR Improvements
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Project Description

This project comprises a package of 
improvements to individual stations throughout 
the HBLA. The scope of change varies from station 
to station, the sub-projects being:

Leyton Station Upgradei. 

Hackney Wick Station Improvementsii. 

Leytonstone Station Upgradeiii. 

Maryland Station/Leyton High Road iv. 
Improvements

Bromley-by-Bow Station Capacity Upgradev. 

West Ham Station Interchangevi. 

North Greenwich Interchange Improvementsvii. 

Charlton Station Improvementsviii. 

Barking Interchange Projectix. 

Stratford Regional Station – new south x. 
entrance facing Carpenters Estate

Woolwich Arsenal Interchange Improvementsxi. 

economic/Convergence/environmental Case

Increasing the quality and capacity of rail-based 
public transport systems through upgrading 
facilities at existing stations is potentially a highly 
cost-effective.

Transport Business Case

Element (i). This scheme will improve the 
accessibility of Leyton station, relieve congestion 
and remove the need to implement station control 
measures. In doing so it will support development 
growth, encourage the use of public transport and 
enhance the experience of visitors to the Olympic 

Park. The improvements include changes to the 
station layout and capacity, a larger entrance, 
ticket hall, stairways and the potential addition 
of step free access. It could also incorporate 
improvements to the station walking and cycling 
access, and footway widening outside station 
entrances. LBWF has allocated £421K for this 
project in its LIP.

Element (ii). Considerable development is 
expected within the proximity of Hackney Wick 
station over the next decade and beyond. This is 
associated both with Legacy land uses and other 
proposals including the creation of a development 
‘hub’ focussed around Hackney Wick station. The 
station is, however, sub-standard and a package 
of upgrades have been developed that have the 
potential to greatly improve station accessibility, 
create step free access, and provide a step-
change to the quality of the station environment. 
Indicative capital costs, including optimism bias, 
are estimated at £11m; a benefit cost ratio of 
3.4:1 has been calculated. The LBH LIP identifies 
£1.25m for Hackney Wick station upgrade and 
Hackney Wick ‘hub’ improvements.

Element (iii). The station currently has relatively 
little profile on Leytonstone High Road itself, 
and the set-back/hidden entrance makes people 
feel unsafe. Leytonstone Community Council 
highlighted the need for greater profile, a safer 
environment and disabled access at the station. 
Improving lighting under the bridge and around 
the station entrance would be an important 
first step. The introduction of a lift to facilitate 
disabled and buggy access could be combined 
with an enhanced walkway between the High 
Road and the station as well as a more prominent 
entrance off the High Road. In the longer term, 
opportunities to redevelop one of the sites on 
Trinity Close adjacent to the station entrance to 
support a more active space around the station 
entrance could be encouraged. Costs tbc.

Element (iv). There is a demonstrable need for 
accessibility works at Maryland (and Manor Park) 

sT3: station Improvements
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and discussions continue with Crossrail about 
public realm improvements around these stations. 
This proposal is for a new, direct, high-priority 
pedestrian route via Leytonstone Road between 
Maryland Station entrance and the junction with 
Chobham Road. Costs tbc.

Element (v). The improvement of Bromley-by-
Bow underground station to integrate it better 
with surrounding streets and enhance access 
across the A12. This will be delivered through 
the Bromley-by-Bow Master Plan Land Use 
and Design Brief and related implementation 
documents. £68-105m was provisionally identified 
as the costs of this upgrade.

Element (vi). The West Ham Jubilee Line Station 
was constructed with an overbridge designed 
to be easily modified to accommodate a new, 
west-facing station entrance (towards the Cody 
Road and Abbey Mills areas); this entrance needs 
to be created to release the full development 
potential of sites to the west. Improvements 
are also required at street level to improve the 
relatively poor interchange with bus services. 
This project is to enable West Ham to function 
far more effectively as a genuine public transport 
hub providing the best possible local access to, 
and interchange between, bus, District Line, 
Hammersmith & City Line, c2c, Jubilee Line and 
DLR services. Costs tbc, to be part-funded by s106 
from adjacent development.

Element (vii). North Greenwich Interchange 
improvement details tbc.

Element (viii). Charlton Station improvement 
details tbc. 

Element (ix). Barking Station is a National 
Interchange ‘B’ station, providing access to c2c 
and London Overground rail services and District 
and Hammersmith & City Line Underground 
services. Although the DfT Better Rail Stations 
report identified Barking as a priority for funding, 
highlighting the need for improvements to its 

concourse and interchange arrangements, 
the Government has since axed Better Rail 
Stations funding. LBBD has previously consulted 
on a Barking Station Forecourt Public Realm 
Improvements package which: doubles the 
amount of public open space in front of the 
station; removes the bus lay-by and relocates the 
bus stops further down Station Parade; reduces 
the taxi rank to two spaces outside the front of the 
station with the remainder relocated to Wakering 
Road; and de-clutters the forecourt area by 
removing unnecessary signage, lighting and bus 
shelters with replaces them with a high quality 
new pavement, new street furniture, lighting, and 
cycle parking. The £900K cost of this package was 
earmarked as coming from the LIP (£500K) and 
LTGDC (£400K).

Element (x). A new entrance to Stratford Regional 
Station is proposed to greatly improve access to 
and from that part of Stratford lying to the west 
of the Jubilee Line/DLR corridor and south of the 
East Anglia Main Line. Costs tbc. 

Element (xi). tbc

Funding Case

Station improvements (as opposed to enhanced 
capacity as is needed at Stratford) are 
economically cosmetic. Funding should come 
from TfL, Network Rail and relevant Train 
Operating Companies. Where associated public 
realm projects are included, these should be 
funded via Boroughs’ main capital programmes 
and by incremental NNDR. Should they, in 
addition, be associated with the connectivity of 
new housing development, a contribution form 
the New Homes Bonus should be considered.
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Project Description

This project covers a range of river and dock 
crossings to achieve local connections. Elements 
include:

New Victoria Dock Footbridgei. 

 Royals Water Taxi Serviceii. 

 Re-open lock access to Thames at Victoria iii. 
Dock west end

economic/Convergence/environmental Case

Text awaited.

Transport Business Case

Element (i). Olympics proposals for the ExCeL 
vicinity have included a temporary pedestrian 
bridge across Victoria Dock. Ongoing demand 
for a bridge in the same location will be the key 
issue in any business case, especially given the 
width that needs to be bridged and the ongoing 
utility of the dock as a marine facility. Mixed 
development of the Pontoon Dock vicinity, with 
a leisure, recreation and entertainment focus, is 
probably the most critical pre-requisite and may, 
indeed, enhance the commercial value of Pontoon 
Dock leisure, recreation and entertainment uses. 
Will allow convenient movement and interchange 
between the north and south sides of the Dock. 
However, design will have to accommodate 
ongoing marine use of the dock. Hundreds of 
thousands of £s.

Element (ii). Like (i) above, a Royals Water Taxi 
Service will be largely dependent on the right 
levels and types of development around Royal 
Docks generally. Relatively good and accessible 
DLR services immediately to the north of Victoria 
and Royal Albert Docks will always undermine the 
potential of a water taxis service, except during, 
say, festival or exhibition situations. Hundreds of 
thousands of £s.

Element (iii). Details tbc.

Funding Case

Although essentially local in nature, the 
connectivity of the Enterprise Zone to surrounding 
labour markets and the Olympic Park is essential 
to the future development of the former. Funding 
should therefore come from the Enterprise Zone 
via incremental NNDR.

sT4: Royal Docks Links
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Project Description

This package includes better conventional bus 
links along routes between locally important 
centres that currently suffer from one of more 
of indirect routing, poor interchange, and 
congestion-related journey time reliability issues. 
Elements include:

East Ham-Stratfordi. 

economic/Convergence/environmental Case

Buses provide a vital local service, connecting 
people with jobs and services. They are especially 
important where rail-based public transport is 
not available. There is a dense network of bus 
routes across the east sub-region, often arranged 
in a “hub and spoke” pattern. Good bus access to 
and within town centres is critical, while better 
bus access to emerging opportunity areas is also 
important in terms of access to employment for 
local people. However, historic service and route 
patterns and highway congestion can mean that 
certain key bus links provide an unacceptably poor 
level of service. This project package focuses on 
improvements to specific links that will help to 
improve opportunities for HBLA residents.

Transport Business Case

Awaiting text

Funding Case

Because of the inevitable limitations on 
the options for rail-based public transport 
improvements, enhancing the capillary transport 
network via the bus network is important. These 
should be funded via TfL and the Boroughs’ LIPs.

sT5: Key Bus Corridor Improvements
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Project Description

This project package comprises local connectivity 
schemes that involve the alteration of existing 
highway network or the creation of new roads. 
Project elements include:

Bridge Links between Poplar Riverside and i. 
Cody Road Industrial Area

Stratford Town Centre Highway Improvementsii. 

Bow Roundabout Improvementsiii. 

economic/Convergence/environmental Case

This project pursues two principal aims. The first 
is to establish key local linkages where they are 
currently missing, and by that integrate isolated 
areas into the wider movement network, open 
them up for regeneration and development, 
and also enhance wider connectivity in the core 
area (element i). The second is to introduce 
improvement to the highway network in terms 
of road layout and operation that help to 
balance road space between the various users, 
in particular pedestrians, cyclists and public 
transport, and by that to realise environmental 
improvements and associated place-making and 
regeneration benefits (elements ii and iii).

Transport Business Case

Element (i). A package of improved links over the 
River Lea south of Bromley-by-Bow to support 
the regeneration of both sides of the river and 
enable development to come forward. This would 
also improve east-west links to West Ham. Sub-
projects could include:

a) Lochnagar Bridge - Bus, pedestrian and cycle 
only bridge over the River

b) Lochnagar - Cody Road road bridge (with 
sections for bus and cycle)

c) Leven Road Bridge - vehicular bridge over the 
river

d) Upgrade and link Bidder Street to Leven Road 
bridge

Costs tbc.

Element (ii). The improvement of the highway 
network in Stratford Town Centre aims to reduce 
congestion and improve journey time reliability 
in the area. It also enables the creation of an 
improved environment for pedestrians and cyclists 
to support the regeneration of the town centre. 
Sub-projects could include:

a) Reworking Warton Road junction to improve 
pedestrian crossings

b) Improvement and provision of new north-south 
connections over the east-west railway corridor

c) Stratford Gyratory reconfiguration: either its 
conversion to two-way operation or major highway 
re-planning through a holistic masterplan

d) Re-establish St John’s Walk – removal of bus 
routes and redesign of road into a narrower, 
shared surface

e) West Ham Lane & Tramway Square – closure of 
the bus only lane to allow for the creation of a new 
town square

f) Stratford High Street downgrade – removal 
of dedicated bus lanes east of Warton Road to 
improve cycle and pedestrian environment

Costs tbc

Element (iii). Improving the working of the 
highway network in the Bow Roundabout area will 
both resolve key traffic conflicts and establish new 
and better pedestrian crossings. This will further 
overcome the barrier effect of the A12. This could 
involve the removal of the existing flyover and the 

sT6: Improved Highway Connections
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establishment of signalised pedestrian crossings. 
This project would also help facilitate the creation 
of a new four-way junction linking Sugar House 
Lane with Pudding Mill Lane – see element (i) 
above. Costs tbc – could range from modest 
improvements in the few hundreds of £thousands 
category, to several £millions if the flyover is 
removed.

Funding Case

Local road schemes should be funded by TfL and 
the Boroughs’ LIPs.
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sT7: supporting Transport Programmes

sT7a: sustainable Travel Zones

With highway congestion remaining a consistent 
challenge for the foreseeable future, this 
programme is for exploring the implementation 
of demand management methodologies and 
techniques in specific areas or on specific links to 
encourage the greater use of non-car modes.

sT7b: smarter Travel Plans

This programme covers all measures designed 
to encourage people to travel more ‘smartly’, i.e. 
to choose less-congesting, less-polluting, and 
cheaper forms of transport for the widest possible 
range of journeys.

sT7c: electric vehicle Charging Points

Electric cars have the potential to reduce 
demands for parking space, improve air quality 
and reduce the impact of motoring on the 
environment generally. This programme is to 
enable all these benefits to be widely available 
within the HBLA.

sT7d: Car Clubs

Car clubs have the potential to ease congestion, 
reduce demands for parking space,  and reduce 
the cost to people of motoring for occasional 
necessary journeys. The setting up of Car Clubs is 
intended to make all these benefits more widely 
available to more people in the HBLA. Electric 
Car Clubs could combine the benefits of ST7c and 
ST7d.

sT7e: Freight Consolidation Centres

This programme is for the creation of hubs 
for freight trans-shipment to minimise the 
congestion, pollution and noise impacts of 
freight generally and perhaps especially in more 
sensitive areas.


